Uniform Update
I have had a few emails from parents asking broadly the same questions regarding our
new uniform proposal. So, I thought it might be helpful to circulate a general reply to
keep you updated.
Did all children vote? Yes
The school council went around every class with sample uniform & did a hand count
after Mrs McGee did an assembly - this was in the Autumn term when the idea was
first mentioned so quite a while ago now. The children then came back to me with a poll
of favourite colours.
Can the girls still wear a summer dress, skirt or pinafore? Yes of course

Will there be a sweatshirt & cardigan option? Hopefully yes
I am looking into this - I will try my best (the children overwhelmingly preferred
hoodies as ‘uniform’). As you can imagine finding a supplier with all the options to suit all
the children & parents preferred choice is trickier than it sounds!
I would prefer to save money & not buy a sweatshirt with a school badge. Is this
possible? Yes
An option to buy without the badge will definitely be possible once we have sourced the
best supplier.
Will Little Gems be the only stockist?
I am trying to source different stockists to give parents a choice - so I am hopeful this
will be possible. Obviously, we want to go with a different colour to make our school
‘stand out’ and supermarkets only stock the most common colours so an alternative
supplier is important.

Will the children be allowed to wear ‘branded’ joggers? No
Children will be allowed Cestria uniform joggers. They actually look very nice & will be
ideal for playtimes – practical & comfortable - especially for the younger children.
Can old uniform be recycled? Yes, there are many recycling charities we could use.

